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We started this ROAR-some week
finding dinosaur eggs in the classrooms and even some footprints!
Where had they come from? What was inside
the eggs? The sense of awe and wonder in
Nursery and Reception was incredible and this started our new
theme ‘Dinosaurs’ off just the way we imagined - high engagement levels and lots of excitement!

We absolutely loved finding out that our classroom had been visited by dinosaurs - we couldn’t
believe our eyes when we saw the muddy footprints! The children were very excited to find out
more and enjoyed creating their own booklets,
mark making and writing letters, sounds and
words. where they explored their own knowledge
and ideas of dinosaurs and learned lots of new
facts from each other.

Challenge Time
How do you get dirty dinosaurs from
the dirty swamp to the bath without
carrying them? Ask the children that’s how! It was wonderful to see
the Nursery children scrub the dinosaurs nice and clean. The Reception
children worked as a team to build a
channel for the dinosaur eggs to travel
along so that they could reach the bath
and be cleaned.

Dinosaurs Maths
Shape dinosaurs have been created in
Nursery and Reception. Some were independent, some with support, all excellent in
creation.
We have also been practising counting, adding and even subtraction with dinosaurs.
The children have blown us away—
marvellous mathematicians at work!

Mini Palaeontologists
How exciting to be able to dig for dinosaurs. It
was great to watch how carefully the children
extracted the dinosaurs from the eggs by tapping and brushing away the clay. They loved
reading the mini information cards to see which
dinosaur they had uncovered. Fossil hunting and
exploration was also a huge success this week
and encouraged some fantastic vocabulary.

Reminders
Any junk modeling boxes are still appreciated please. The children this year absolutely love making things and we are always
running low!
Suggested items:
Toilet roll tubes
Small boxes
Lids

As the weather continues to get colder
please ensure that you send your child into
school with a named, warm coat, gloves and a
hat. A named pair of wellies is also a good
idea for each child to have in school. We
use our outdoor learning space each day
and encourage all children to explore the
activities outside.

Christmas Nativity
We have now cast the parts of our play and
letters should have been sent home this
week regarding costumes that the children
require. Let us know if you have not received
you letter. Please speak to your child’s class
teacher if you have any difficulty sourcing a
costume. We’re always here to help. We have
also had a parent volunteer to help make any
costumes, so please do ask if you need any
help at all.

